learning week: apr 20 - apr 24

ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT

K - 2nd

KINDERGARTEN
Beginning Sounds
Count & Match

FIRST GRADE
Subtraction
Months of the Year

SECOND GRADE
Addition
Fractions

3rd - 5th

THIRD GRADE
Pan Balance Problems
Big, Bigger, Biggest

FOURTH GRADE
Solve the Equations
Colons, Semicolons, Dashes

FIFTH GRADE
Squares
Fast Fact Finding

SCIENCE FOR ALL
A Burning Matter

6th - 8th

MATHEMATICS
Addition Word Problems
Reading Time on Analog Clocks

READING, GRAMMAR & LANGUAGE ARTS
40 Writing Prompts
Double Negatives

SCIENCE
Osmosis & Diffusion

9th - 12th

MATHEMATICS
Parallel Lines & Proofs

READING, GRAMMAR & LANGUAGE ARTS
Word Modifier
Adding Phrases as Adjectives

SCIENCE
A Really Long Staw
SHARE YOUR PROJECTS!
WE WANT TO SEE YOUR MASTERPIECES! SHARE ON FACEBOOK AND TAG US (BGCSUNCOAST) OR SEND TO INFO@BGCSUN.ORG!